Abstract-This paper proposes an energy management framework for cellular heterogeneous networks (HetNets) supported by dynamic solar powered drones. A HetNet composed of a macrocell base station (BS), micro cell BSs, and drone small cell BSs are deployed to serve the networks' subscribers. The drones can land at pre-planned locations defined by the mobile operator and at the macrocell BS site where they can charge their batteries. The objective of the framework is to jointly determine the optimal trips of the drones and the MBSs that can be safely turned off in order to minimize the total energy consumption of the network. This is done while considering the cells' capacities and the minimum receiving power guaranteeing successful communications. To do so, an integer linear programming problem is formulated and optimally solved for three cases based on the knowledge level about future renewable energy statistics of the drones. A low complex relaxed solution is also developed. Its performances are shown to be close to those of the optimal solutions. However, the gap increases as the network becomes more congested. Numerical results investigate the performance of the proposed drone-based approach and show notable improvements in terms of energy saving and network capacity.
INTRODUCTION
W ITH the rapid growth of drones market, drone-based communication has been considered as a promising and effective solution to many of today's challenges in the area of wireless communications due to the low cost and fast deployment of drones, autonomous motion without human intervention, and robustness against such environmental changes such as floods and earthquakes. Recently, drones, which are also known as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), are porposed to be used as small cell base stations (BSs) to support ground cellular networks has received considerable attention [2] , [3] . A drone BS (DBS) can act as an aerial BS characterized by a quick and dynamic deployment which is extremely helpful for various scenarios [4] . For instance, in public safety communication, where ground infrastructure is damaged by natural disasters, DBSs represent an alternative solution for mobile operators to maintain coverage and connectivity. In fact, DBSs are more robust against such environmental changes thanks to their mobility. DBSs are also useful for temporary/unexpected high traffic demand situations where already deployed infrastructure becomes overloaded and requires additional communication equipment to maintain the high quality-of-service (QoS) level. For example, in big events such as Football games, Olympic games, or Concerts, it is infeasible from economical perspective to invest in the ground infrastructure for a relatively short time period. In this context, many companies have developed prototypes for LTE DBSs such as Nokia, AT&T, Qulacomm, Intel [5] , [6] . For instance, Nokia has showcased its newly developed LTE DBS at the UAE Drones for Good (D4G) Award event in Dubai, UAE in 2017 [7] . This new technology provides centralized monitoring and control of DBSs via an operators existing LTE network or dedicated LTE network.
The placement of DBSs is considered as one of the main challenges in drone-based communications [8] , [9] particularly in the case of multiple DBSs. Optimizing the DBS locations can significantly enhance the network performance either by reducing the load of other ground BSs or by covering areas with limited radio access. Another challenging issue in drone-based communications is the power management of these battery limited DBSs since traditional wired charging methods are not feasible. Therefore, energy harvesting (EH) techniques can be considered as one of the most effective and robust solutions to protract the lifetime and sustainability of drones' batteries [10] . Recently, many promising practical applications that use EH nodes have emerged such as ultra-dense small cell deployments, pointto-point sensor networks, cognitive radio networks, and far-field microwave power transfer [11] . In drone-based communications, EH can also be an attractive technology to power DBSs by offering additional energy to charge their batteries [12] , [13] , [14] .
Related Work
Few works in the literature investigated the deployment of DBSs and its challenges. The challenges of multi-tier drone-cells in 5G radio access networks have been discussed in [15] . A novel multi-tier drone-cells management framework has been proposed for efficient operation. The authors showed that the management framework mechanisms reduce the cost of utilizing drone-cells in multi-tenancy cellular networks. In [16] , a placement technique that uses the drones as relays for cell overloading and outage compensation is proposed. Although an analytical model is provided for evaluating system performance in the downlink direction, the paper did not discuss the DBSs' coverage performance and did not suggest any deployment method. The authors in [17] discussed the optimal deployment position for drones that maximizes the average data rate while keeping the symbol error rate under a certain level. However, their work is limited to only one relaying drone. In [18] , the authors proposed a computational method to find the optimal and fast drone deployment in order to enhance the coverage performance in the case of public safety communications. In [19] , Kalantari et al. studied the backhaul resource allocation, user association, and 3D placement of drones. The authors proposed a novel delay-sensitive approach by associating the delay-sensitive users to the macro BS and the other users to either the macro BS or DBSs. A heuristic iterative algorithm is proposed to optimize the 3D locations of the drones and the backhauling bandwidth allocation.
On the other hand, some works discussed the connectivity and safe path planing management for drone-based communication scenarios. For instance, improving the connectivity of ad-hoc networks using drones has been discussed in [20] , [21] . The authors in [20] developed a simple heuristic suboptimal algorithm to optimize the drones movement by tracking changes in the network. Safe path planning algorithms with multiple drones are proposed in [22] , [23] with the objective to ensure that the drones can return to the charging station before their energy is depleted.
Channel modeling in drone-based communications also remains an important research direction that has extensively been discussed [24] , [25] , [26] . In general, the ground receiver receives three groups of signals: (a) Line-of-Sight (LoS) signals, (b) strong Non Line-of-Sight (NLoS) signals such as strong reflected signals, and (c) multiple reflected components which cause multipath fading. Therefore, the aforementioned signals can be considered separately with different probabilities of occurrence. Typically, as discussed in [26] , it is assumed that the received signal is categorized only in one of the mentioned groups. Each group has a specific probability of occurrence which is a function of environment, density, height of obstacles, and elevation angles. Indeed, one of the advantages of using flying DBSs is their ability to establish the LoS link with ground users which helps in enhancing the signal quality. In [24] , the authors analyzed the optimal altitude of one DBS for a certain coverage area that minimizes the DBS's transmit power. The work in [24] proposed to consider LoS and NLoS components along with their occurrence probabilities. Moreover, they investigated the coverage of two DBSs positioned at a fixed altitude and interfering with each other over a certain coverage area. The probability of airto-ground LoS link is determined in [25] for a dense urban area. It depends on the altitude, elevation angle, and the distance between the drone and the user or ground node. On the other hand, the air-ground path loss (PL) model for urban environment has been discussed in [26] . In [27] , the authors provided both closed-form expressions for predicted probability of LoS and PL model for air-to-ground environment using low altitude platform. In [28] , the authors studied the coexistence between the drones and underlaid deviceto-device (D2D) communication in the downlink scenario. More specifically, they derived the average downlink coverage probabilities for the users and analyzed the impact of the drones' altitudes and density on the overall performance for static and moving drones.
Contributions
In this paper, a drone-based communication problem is addressed from a new perspective by investigating the placement of multiple EH DBSs in order to support typical heterogeneous networks (HetNets) composed of a single macrocell BS and multiple ground micro cell BSs (MBSs). The proposed method can be generalized to the context of large-scale HetNets. Several studies considering the installation of solar panels or solar films on top of the drones or aircrafts, depending on the size, have been proposed in the literature [29] , [30] , [31] , [32] , [33] , [34] . For instance, in [34] , it is shown that using power film can provide output around 0.72 Watt with the following power film specifications (weight: 10 oz, width: 3.5 in, length: 10.6 in, height: 0.01 in).
In this study, we assume that each drone can charge its battery either using traditional electric energy when it is placed in a charging station located at the macrocell BS site or using renewable energy (RE) harvested through solar film/panels placed on top of the drones. The objective of the framework is to exploit the mobility and quick deployment of these solar-powered drones to support the ground cells whenever it is needed and whenever the drones' batteries permit it. Inactive drones, which are originally placed at the charging station, will be asked to fly to particular locations to serve users and support the overloaded HetNet or replace lightly loaded MBSs during a short period of time. In the latter case, the MBSs can be safely turned off to reduce fossil fuel consumption. For realistic deployment, we consider a finite pre-planned possible locations known by the mobile operator for drone placement. At these locations, the drones can land and serve the users under their coverage. This study aims to optimize the spatial and temporal management of these multiple drones under different traffic and situations. Moreover, since the RE is random in nature, we develop a stochastic programming solution to deal with this source of uncertainty.
The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
An optimization problem is formulated aiming to minimize the total fossil fuel consumption of the drones-assisted HetNet. The objective is to support the network's capacity by employing multiple drones as flying BSs to be placed at specific potential preplanned locations. The green operation of the HetNet is investigated while taking into account several factors including a QoS metric, the cells' capacity, drones' battery limit, photovoltaic generation at the drone levels, and the power consumption related to drones' mobility.
This green framework involves the application of the ON/OFF switching strategy to the MBSs whenever it is possible. A joint optimization solution is proposed for drones' placement and MBSs deactivation during a long period of time. Three cases depending on the knowledge level about future RE generation are investigated: 1) The zero knowledge case: in this case, future RE generation statistics are unknown for the mobile operator. A binary linear programming problem is formulated to determine the HetNet and drone statuses based on past and present realizations. 2) The perfect knowledge case: this case assumes that the future statistics of the network are perfectly known and estimated. A non-linear programming problem is formulated to determine the future deployment strategies for the drones. To reduce its complexity, a linearization approach is employed to transform the problem into a binary linear programming optimization problem. 3) The partial knowledge case: in this case, only partial statistics of the future RE generation are known, i.e., probability density function. To deal with the uncertainty effect, a stochastic programming problem is formulated and solved using the two-stage recourse method. In this case, the uncertainty effect is also considered. A relaxed solution is proposed based on subgradient algorithm to find near optimal solution with low complexity. Numerical results are provided to demonstrate the role of drones in supporting the HetNet. They can either replace redundant MBSs if their energy consumption is lower than that of the MBS or support the existing infrastructure to increase the network capacity. In addition, numerical results offer a comprehensive comparison of the different cases and analyze the effect of RE generation uncertainty on the energy consumption of the network.
Paper Organization
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the drone-based communication system model. The problem formulations and the corresponding solutions are given in Section 3. Section 4 introduces and discusses some numerical results. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.
SYSTEM MODEL
In this study, we investigate a time-slotted system of a finite period of time divided into B slots numbered b ¼ 1; . . . ; B, of equal duration T b . Investigating the system performance for instantaneous channel realizations and network statistics is not valid for this framework since we are considering the drones' flying time (seconds) which is very large as compared to the channel coherence time (milliseconds).
Network Model
We consider a typical HetNet consisting of one macrocell BS and M MBSs. The HetNet is assisted by D dynamic drones that act as DBSs (i.e., DBS is carried by one drone) as depicted in Fig. 1 . For the readers' convenience, the symbols and notations used in this paper are summarized in Table 1 .
In this work, we aim to optimize the deployment of DBSs in the geographical area covered by the macrocell BS according to the network's need and QoS requirements. We assume that a dynamic drone can be in three different states: 1) the drone is in an idle mode and placed at the charging station Drone speed, maximum drone speed, respectively P hov The drone's hovering power P har The drone's hardware power P full ; P s
The drone hardware power at full speed and in idle mode, respectively P f
The consumed drone flying power P ch
The charging power at charging station. m tot The drone's mass g; r
The Earth gravity and air density, respectively r p
The drones propellers radius n p
The number of the drones propellers assumed to be located in the center of the cell (i.e., in the macrocell BS site.), 2) the drone is placed at a pre-defined location in the cell and acting as a DBS to serve users, or 3) the drone is in motion and flying from a location to another. Placing the charging station at the center of the cell minimizes, in general, the flying time of drones and hence the corresponding energy consumption.
In Table 1 , we summarize the notations used in this paper.
We assume that there are Z þ 1 possible locations available for drones' deployment. These locations, i ¼ 0; . . . ; Z, can be pre-determined by the mobile operator during the planning phase depending on several factors such as, historical network statistics, location constrains, etc. Each location i is identified by its three dimensional (3D) geographical coordinates ðx i ; y i ; h i Þ. The location i ¼ 0 (i.e., x 0 ¼ y 0 ¼ h 0 ¼ 0) corresponds to the charging station. Hence, the drone energy consumption depends essentially on its current location (i.e., time slot b) and the previous one (i.e., time slot b À 1). Note that once the drone landed in a specific location, it will be in a static state instead of a moving state. This can help in reducing the energy consumption of the drones and improve the battery lifetime.
We denote by 
On the other hand, a dynamic ON/OFF switching mechanism is considered to turn off redundant MBSs whenever it is possible [35] , [36] . More specifically, MBS m k ; k ¼ 1; . . . ; M can be turned off during low traffic periods and the small number of active users are offloaded to nearby DBSs or macrocell BS. Note that the duration time of turning off BSs overhead is very small compared to the length of the time slots T b . Therefore, this overhead time is neglected. As a result, the energy consumption of lightly loaded MBSs can be eliminated. A binary vector p p b is introduced to indicate the status of each ground MBS m k and is given by:
It should be noted that we always keep the macrocell BS active to ensure coverage and minimum connectivity in this typical HetNet (i.e., one macrocell BS surrounded by multiple of MBSs). In the case of multiple macrocell BSs covering a bigger geographical area, macrocell BSs could be turned off and cell breathing mechanisms can be employed to ensure connectivity [13] .
We denote by U b the average total number of users located in the macrocell BS during time slot b and by U 0 , U m , and U d the maximum number of users that can be served by macrocell BS, MBS m k , and DBS d l , respectively, such that U d U m ( U 0 . These numbers reflect the BSs' capacities due to available number of frequency carriers and/or hardware and transmit power limitations. We assume that the co-channel interference is ignored and the transmissions are performed in orthogonal basis. This is not a hard assumption since the time slots are relatively long compared to the channel coherence time and hence, we focus on the average statistics of the network. This implies that average interference might be assumed or mitigated through frequency re-use techniques. Hence, the interference effect becomes a non-challenging issue which does not impact the problem formulation. Also, we assume that a user is served by at most one BS (either a macrocell BS, MBS, or DBS). We consider that the user distribution during time slot b over the macrocell BS area A follow a certain probability density function (pdf) denoted by fðx; y; bÞ, where ðx; yÞ represents the geographical coordinates of a user. We denote by A X ðA X AÞ the coverage area of an active BS X where X 2 ff0g; fm k : k ¼ 1; . . . ; Mg; fðd l ; iÞ : l ¼ 1; . . . ; D; i ¼ 0; . . . ; Zgg referring to the macrocell BS, MBS m k , and DBS d l placed at location i, respectively. Hence, the average number of users served by an active BS X during time slot b is denoted by U b X and is given by:
for MBSs and DBSs, i.e., X 2 fm k ; ðd l ; iÞg and,
where minð:; :Þ is the minimum function. In (4), the priority in serving users is given to MBSs and DBSs as macrocell BS's transmit power is usually higher than that of MBS and DBS [37] .
Path Loss Model
In this paper, we are dealing with the average network statistics. Therefore, the channel model is essentially based on the PL model. Fast-fading effects are ignored in this study. Two PL models can be distinguished depending on the nature of the transmitter. The PL model employed in the present paper is used in many previous studies on UAV-based communications, e.g., [24] , [38] , [39] , [40] .
Ground-to-Ground Path Loss Model
The average PL between a ground BS X 2 f0; m k g and a ground user is given by the average PL for the NLoS link and is expressed by [27] :
where d X is the average distance between the ground BS X and a served user located within its cell, 0 is the carrier wavelength, and NLoS is the average additional loss due to the free space propagation loss for NLoS link.
Air-to-Ground Path Loss Model
The PL of the air-to-ground link is a weighted combination of two PL links: LoS and NLoS links. This is due to the ability of the drones to serve users from high altitude as compared to ground BSs. In this case, there will be a probability to obtain a LoS link between the DBS and a user [27] . The average PL between the DBS l positioned at a position i and a served user in urban environments for LoS link is given as [27] :
where d d l ;i is the average distance between the DBS l located at position i and the served user located in its cell and LoS is the average additional loss to the free space propagation loss for LoS link. The LoS probability is given by [24] , [41] , [42] :
where u d l ;i is the elevation angle between DBS l positioned at location i and the served user in degree. n 1 and n 2 are constant values that depend on the environment. The NLoS probability is, then, equal to 1 À p LoS d l ;i . Therefore, the average PL for air-to-ground link is given by:
Base Stations Power Model
In the active state and to serve its connected users during a time slot b, the BS X consumes power denoted by P b X . However, in the idle mode, it consumes a constant power equal to P idle X ¼ g X so it can be quickly reactivated. For simplicity, the total power consumption of an active BS X during a time slot b can be approximated by a linear model as follows [37] :
where a X is a parameter that scales with the radiated power, denoted byP b X , and b X models constant power. The radiated power of a BS X is expressed as:
where PL X is the corresponding average PL at the BS cell X . Note that PL X ¼ PL NLoS X given in (5) in the case of a macrocell BS or MBS and PL X ¼ PL d l ;i given in (8) in the case of a DBS.
Drone Power Model
Besides the power consumed by the BSs carried by the drones (i.e., DBSs), the drone consumes additional hovering and hardware powers. Without loss of generality, we assume that all drones move with a fixed speed denoted by v d . The hover and hardware power levels, denoted by P hov and P har , can be expressed, respectively, as [43] :
where m tot , g, and r are the drone mass in (Kg), earth gravity in (m=s 2 ), and air density in ðKg=m 3 Þ, respectively. r p and n p are the radius and the number of the drone's propellers, respectively. v max is the maximum speed of the drone. P full and P s are the hardware power levels when the drone is moving at full speed and when the drone is in idle mode, respectively. Note that, in (11), we assume that when serving users at a location i, the drone will be in a static position, hence, it consumes only P s for hardware power. However, when it is flying to a destination (i.e., one of the Z þ 1 locations), it will consume P har . Finally, the flying power of DBS l can be calculated as:
Renewable Energy Model
In this paper, we assume that DBS l can harvest from RE sources selected to be the photovoltaic energy. We model the RE stochastic energy arrival rate as a random variable F Watt defined by a pdf f F ð'
in a time slot b can be interpreted as the average received amount of power with respect to the received luminous intensity in a particular direction per unit solid angle. The parameter h denotes the EH efficiency coefficient.
In general, the RE generation matrix F F, of size D Â B, with elements '
. . . ; B can be modeled as follows:
where F is the deterministic portion of the RE generation that can be estimated from historical data andF is a matrix of random variables representing the stochastic portion of the RE generation and models its uncertainty.
To summarize, we present in Table 2 the consumed and harvested energies of the drone for all possible cases: 1) when the drone is moving from a location j 6 ¼ 0 to a new location i 6 ¼ 0, 2) when the drone remains at the same location i 6 ¼ 0, 3) when the drone decides to go to the charging station (i.e., i ¼ 0) while it was positioned at location j 6 ¼ 0 during time slot b À 1, and 4) when the drone decides to stay in the charging station i ¼ 0. In Table 2 , T f ðj; iÞ corresponds to the drone trip duration from a location j to a location i and it is computed as follows:
where d j;i is the euclidean distance separating the two locations i and j. On the other hand, T r ðj; iÞ ¼ T b À T f ðj; iÞ 
corresponds to the time spent by a drone at a location i to serve users (i.e., i 6 ¼ 0) or to charge its battery (i.e., i ¼ 0) such that T f ðj; iÞ ( T r ðj; iÞ. P ch denotes the charging power per drone of the charging station.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we formulate three optimization problems, based on the knowledge level of the RE generation, aiming to minimize the network's energy consumption during the B time slots. Choosing this metric reduces at maximum the use of drones and hence, sends them only when needed. Please note that, the formulated optmization problems are not only focuse on energy saving, but also consider supporting the users and avoiding the overloaded risk as much as they can. Please note that, the formulated optimization problems are not only focused on energy saving, but also consider supporting the users and avoiding the overloaded risk as much as they can. Based on the system parameters, the optimizer will determine whether using drones would be more energy efficient than using ground infrastructure or not. For lightly loaded networks, the optimizer may decide to use drones instead of micro cell BS. This depends on many factors such as the locations of the users to be served. For instance, if they are very far, the drone will consume higher hover and transition powers. Hence, the optimizer may decide not to use the drones. In the case of highly loaded networks, the optimizer is forced to use the network full capacity including the drones independently of the users' locations and their energy consumption in order to meet its demand. The optimization problem that we formulated will decide how many drones to be used such the needs that the network are satisfied. The first optimization problem corresponds to the zero knowledge case where the mobile operator manages its BSs time slot by time slot without any prior information about the future RE generation. The second one corresponds to the perfect knowledge case with full information about the future RE generation where all the decision variables are simultaneously optimized for the B time slots. The perfect knowledge case is a not realistic case. In this study, it is used as a benchmark scenario for comparison with other cases or as an approximation of the case where RE energy uncertainty is close to negligible. The third one assumes the availability of statistical information about the future RE generation. Hence, the network's management based on RE uncertainty will be investigated under this partial knowledge case.
In general, the total energy consumption of the network during time slot b can be expressed as
where, using (4) and (9),
and represents the energy consumption of the macrocell BS during time slot b. E b M is the total energy consumption of M MBSs during time slot b which is expressed as:
corresponds to the total energy consumption of all D drones during time slot b. Using Table 2 and
(17) On the other hand and again using Table 2 , the total harvest-plus-charging energy of DBS l during time slot b due to EH and P ch , denoted by H b d l , is given as follows: , is given by:
We assume that, initially, each battery is charged by an amount of energy denoted by S
We assume that the consumed energy due to signaling and computation is included in the fixed parameters of the energy models (b X and g X ) of the different types of base stations (macrocell, MBSs, and DBSs). In this paper, we are focusing on energy consumption levels due to long term operation of the network rather than the signaling part. This is due to the fact, that the signaling is happening for very short periods of time (i.e., of the order of milliseconds) compared to longer periods of the network operation (i.e., of the order of minutes).
Zero Knowledge Case
In this case, we assume that the mobile operator is not aware of the future RE generation process, i.e., ' b d l is unknown during any future time slots, where F F in (13) is known during b only.
The optimization problem minimizing the total energy consumption at each time slot b with EH drones is given as:
subject to:
Constraint (21) indicates that the total energy consumed by a drone d l during the time slot b has to be less than the energy stored at the beginning of this time slot. Constraint (22) forces the total energy stored in the battery of a drone d l during the time slot b to be less than the battery capacity denoted by S.
Note that
S is chosen such that the required energy to return a drone to the charging station (i ¼ 0) is guaranteed. This energy is simply equal to P f T f ði max ; 0Þ where i max is the farthest location from i ¼ 0. Constraints (23) and (24) prevent the optimization problem from positioning a drone in two or more different locations during the same time slot and positioning at maximum one drone in the locations i ¼ 1; . . . ; Z, respectively. Note that multiple drones can be located simultaneously at the charging station i ¼ 0. Finally, constraint (25) ensures that the macrocell BS's capacity is not violated. This constraint encourages the activation of MBSs and the deployment of DBSs during high traffic time slots.
Notice that this optimization problem will be solved at the beginning of each time slot which is possible due to the knowledge of the status of the network during the previous time slot bÀ1 bÀ1 . Hence, the problem can be converted to the standard form of a binary linear programming optimization problem. Optimal solutions for such a problem can be determined using Gurobi/CVX interface [45] .
Perfect Knowledge Case
In this case, we assume that the mobile operator can perfectly predict the future RE generation ' 
The first two inequalities ensure that z (17) and (18) become depending on z b ðd l ; nÞ and the decision variables turn into z z, , and p p that have the following number of elements: BDðZ þ 1Þ 2 , BDðZ þ 1Þ, and BM, respectively. Accordingly, the optimization problem that minimizes the network energy consumption during all B time slots is given by minimize 2 f0; 1g; p p 2 f0; 1g; z z2f0;1g 
Notice that the constraints (28), (29), (30), (31) , and (32) are similar to the constraints (21), (22), (23), (24), and (25) except that they have to be satisfied for all time slots b ¼ 1; . . . ; B.
The constraints (28) and (29) are obtained by replacing S b d l by its expression given in (19) . The constraints (33), (34) , and (35) correspond to the linearization process as indicated in (26) . In terms of complexity, the linearized perfect knowledge optimization problem is largely more complex than the one of the zero knowledge case due to the higher number of binary decision variables and constraints. The linearized perfect knowledge problem can be also solved using Gurobi/ CVX interface [45] .
Partial Knowledge Case
In this case, we assume that the mobile operator has only partial knowledge about future RE generation (i.e., the RE generation is uncertain). One of the ways to deal with the RE uncertainty is to solve the optimization problem using stochastic programming. Stochastic programming is a mathematical framework for modeling optimization problems in which some or all optimization variables are presented by random variables that involve uncertainty. The goal of such framework is to provide useful analytical or numerical information to a decision maker by finding a feasible policy that optimizes the expectation of some functions of the deterministic and the random decision variables [44] . In this paper, we use two-stage recourse stochastic programming to represent the impacts of uncertainty in the partial knowledge case due to its simplicity. This approach includes two stages. In the first stage, the decision is made before observing the stochastic variables. Once the uncertain events have been unfolded, further decision on the operation of the system can be made through the second stage [46] . The first stage in stochastic programming is to optimize other variables, given that the output variables are known, for any given value of F. Then, the decision needs to be updated once the actual realization of F has been obtained. More specifically, we choose to fix feasible values of p p since it does not directly depend on the RE generation. This allows us to compute the best combination of other variables (i.e., z z and ) provided that F is known.
The objective function given in (27) can be re-written as E tot ¼Ê þ E Ã , whereÊ does not depend on the RE directly while E Ã does. Therefore, the problem can be written as a two-stage recourse problem as follows [47] :
where E F ½: represents the expectation function with respect to F and E Ã can be obtained as follows:
fð ; z zÞ (37) subject to: 
where fð ; z zÞ is a function of and z z. In this case, and z z are considered the second stage decision variables. The solution of the first stage problem can be solved efficiently by evaluating the expectation over F F, in case the solution of the second stage problem can be obtained in its closed-form expression. However, in most cases, obtaining a closed-form solution may either be impossible or requires the computation of very complicated and intractable expressions. In order to simplify the problem, we propose to discretize the random variables to solve the two stage problem recourse efficiently [48] . This allow the achievement of near optimal solutions for continuous random variables with an accuracy level dependent on the discretization scale. We assume that the random variables '
. . . ; D; 8b ¼ 1; . . . ; B is discretized to take a set of W possible values. We denote by W the set that includes all the possible combinations of the RE generation over the drones. Its size is given as jWj ¼ W DB , where j:j denotes the cardinality of a set, and depends on the number of drones D and the number of time slots B. We consider that each possibility of W is realized with a probability P w ; w ¼ 1; . . . ; jWj where P w indicates the probability mass function of ' b d l which can be determined from the discretization process. Therefore, the two stage recourse optimization problem can be formulated as the following large binary linear programming problem: minimize w 2 f0; 1g; p p 2 f0; 1g; z z w 2f0;1gÊ þ E F ½fð w ; z z w Þ (46) subject to: (54) where E F ½fð w ; z z w Þ ¼ P jWj w¼1 P w fð w ; z z w Þ. The optimal solution for the binary linear optimization problem given in (46), (47) , (48), (49), (50), (51), (52), (53), and (54) can be determined using Gurobi/CVX interface [45] . Notice that this problem becomes very complex compared to the other scenarios as the number of its constraints exponentially scales with the number of possibilities W DB .
Complexity and Infesability Discussion
In the previous sections, we have developed generic optimization problems for three cases depending on the level of knowledge about the renewable energy management. The problems are modeled in the form of non-linear integer programming that we linearize to solve them optimally. Linear integer programming is solved optimally using algorithms such as branch and bound and these are integrated in off-the shelf software such as Gurobi/CVX or Cplex. In Table 3 , we have provided the complexity for all knowledge cases. As discussed before, the zero knowledge case is the least complex of the cases, but it has to be executed B times, i.e., at the beginning of each time slot. On the other hand, the perfect and partial knowledge cases which are more computationally complex need to be executed once. It is known that these binary programming problems are NP-hard and their complexities grow as the size of the problem grows. In practice, for ultra dense networks, low complexity approaches, as the one presented in Section 3.5, can be employed to achieve sub-optimal solutions and the present results can be used to evaluate the efficiency of the developed sub-optimal solutions. Otherwise, the macrocell area can be divided into multiple regions, for example, according to the number of its sectors. Hence, the area covered by each sector antenna is managed separately and a number of drones is assigned to each subarea. Another potential solution is to divide the area into subareas with different priority levels that represent, for instance, the QoS per subarea or the users' density and hence, different numbers of drones are assigned to each subarea. In all cases, the huge complexity does not pose a serious concern for the operator since the algorithms are proactive and do not have to be repeatedly executed. In Section 3.5, we propose a heuristic relaxed solution based on subgradient algorithm that reaches near optimal solution with low complexity. The proposed solutions are centralized and the decision is made by the macrocell BS that is managing the rest of the BSs. The macrocell BS is responsible in gathering the information about the network traffic within its cell and makes the right decision using the proposed solutions to determine the active BSs and the drones to be used in the next time slots according to the energy availability at the drones' batteries. The decision is made at the beginning of each time slot for the zero knowledge case while it is made once at the beginning of the time horizon for the perfect and partial knowledge cases. The duration of the overhead exchange is very small compared to the length of the time slots and the time horizon, and it can be therefore neglected.
In this framework, the overloading risk occurs when the optimization problem is infeasible. In other words, the solver is not able to satisfy the constraints (25) , (32) , and (42) are not satisfied for the zero, perfect, and partial knowledge cases, respectively at least for one of the time slots. Hence,
(55) The infeasibility condition occurs when the cell capacity constraint of the macrocell BS is violated since the system gives priority to small cells (i.e., DBS and MBS) to serve users. The cell capacity constraint is not satisfied only if the radiated power of the macrocell BS expressed in (10) exceeds its power budget. To cope with overloading risk, the operator is either required to increase the number of MBSs or DBS. In our results, we have also shown that, for the same number of DBSs, powering them with solar panels can help in reducing the overloading risk by reducing the need of extra to and fro trips to the charging station.
Relaxed Solution
In this section, we propose a heuristic solution based on the relaxation of the binary variables to solve our optimization problems with lower complexity. In the first step, we convert the optimization problem into linear programming problem by relaxing the optimization variables 0 z z; ; p p 1. Now, the linear programming can be formulated as follows:
T x x (56) subject to:
where x x represents the vector containing the relaxed decision variables while the elements of the vectors c c and A 0 are deduced from the objective function and constraints, respectively.
In the second step, we employ the subgradient method to find the optimal Lagrangian multipliers ( ) of this linear programming problem (see [49] for more details). Hence, to obtain the solution, we can start with any initial values for the different Lagrangian multipliers and evaluate the optimal solution. We then update the Lagrangian multipliers at the next iteration ðr þ 1Þ as follows:
where $ $ ðrÞ is the updated step size vector in iteration r þ 1 according to the nonsummable diminishing step length policy (see [50] for more details). The updated values of the optimal solution and the Lagrangian multipliers are repeated until convergence. In the third step, we reconstruct the binary variables by rounding them, however, if the rounding violates the battery constraint then, we send the corresponding drone(s) to the charging station. For example, if b d 2 ðiÞ ¼ 0:7, then we round it to 1 and verify the solution feasibility, (i.e., we send drone 2 to the charging station if the rounding violates his battery constraints, or we keep it for the whole T b at position i otherwise.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, selected numerical results are provided to investigate the benefits of utilizing dynamic DBSs in HetNets. First, the results are investigating the zero knowledge and perfect knowledge cases to show the performance and advantages of our proposed drone-assisted HetNet model. Then, a comparison with the partial knowledge case is performed to evaluate the impact of uncertainty on the system performance. Finally, we compare the performance of the relaxed method with the one of the optimal solution for the different cases.
In this simulation, we consider two user distributions types, fixed and uniform user distributions. For the fixed type, each drone serves the same number of users while in the uniform case the user distributions follow a uniform distribution with fixed sum. 
Simulation Parameters
We assume a HetNet consisting of one macrocell BS with radius of one km, four MBSs (M ¼ 4) with a coverage of 250 meters, and six identical drones (D ¼ 6), unless otherwise stated, that can potentially be placed in sixteen different locations (Z ¼ 16) in addition to the charging station location. We consider that these 16 locations have the same altitude h i ¼ 60 meters, 8i ¼ 1; . . .; 16 and that each drone has a coverage of 150 meters to meet the minimum required receiving power P min ¼ À70 dBm. The Z þ 1 pre-planned locations are indicated as depicted in Fig 2. We assume that the drones are initially charged with S is assumed to be generated following a Gamma distribution with shape and scale parameters equal to 1 and 2, respectively. We assume that U b ¼ 140; 8b ¼ 1; . . . ; B users exist within the macrocell BS unless otherwise stated. In case of cell overlap between the MBS and an active DBS, we assume that the drone has the priority in serving the users in the intersection region once deployed. In Table 4 , we present the values of the remaining parameters used in the simulations [37] , [43] .
System Performance
In Fig. 2 , we start by investigating the behavior of two randomly selected drones, drone d 1 and drone d 3 respectively, for two different user distributions but for the same number of users and RE generation per drone and time slot. In Fig. 2a, 2b , and 2c, we consider a uniform user distribution and hence, if a drone is placed in a location i 6 ¼ 0, it will serve, on average, exactly the same number of users as another drone placed in another location j 6 ¼ i. In Fig. 2b and 2d , another non-uniform distribution is considered and hence, the number of users to be served differs from a location to another. It is shown that with the uniform distribution, once the drone is sent to a location i then, it has two possibilities for the next slot, either to stay at the same location (e.g., d 1 during b ¼ 3; 4) if it has enough energy, otherwise, it returns back to the charging station (e.g., d 1 during b ¼ 2). On the other hand, with the random distribution, the drone can go from one location to another to serve the users without passing by the charging station. For instance, d 1 goes to i ¼ 5 in b ¼ 3, then moves to i ¼ 2. It is also worth to note that the drones avoid long distance trip when selecting the locations unless they are forced to do it due to high user density in these locations (e.g., d 3 with random distribution moves to i ¼ 2; 15 during b ¼ 3; 1; 5).
In Fig. 3 , we plot the energy consumption and number of active drones per time slot for B ¼ 20 and different number of users uniformly distributed (i.e., U b ¼ 140 and U b ¼ 160; 8b). This figure investigates the impact of RE for two cases: 1) when the drones are supported by solar panels and 2) when the drones are charged by the central station only. Please note that, in Fig. 3 , the blue lines represent with help of RE case and red lines represent without the help of RE. It is shown that EH does not only help in reducing the total fossil fuel consumption by the network, but it also it helps in avoiding (or decreasing) the overloading risk. Note that overloading happens when at least one user is not covered by service (i.e., when not all users are simultaneously served). Note that the overloading problem can happen because of at least one of three reasons: 1) not enough number of drones, 2) high demands, and 3) not enough energy of the drones. In the latter reason, the drones need to go back to the charging station more frequently.
Indeed, the ellipses in this figure are correspond to time periods where the system is not able to satisfy the user demand using the current infrastructure. For instance, when the number of users in the network is relatively large (e.g., U b =160), two outage periods are detected b ¼ f9; 10g and b ¼ 18. These outages are due to two reasons: First, the non-EH drones need to go to the central station to charge their batteries more frequently than the solar-powered drones. Second, the EH drones can harvest energy when flying and serving users which contributes to the increase of their battery levels and hence, get more flexibility to move to other locations without passing by the charging station. This is deduced from the number of active drones of each case which is higher for the EH case.
For a high number of users, the case without drone is not able to satisfy the user need during the whole period as highlighted by the ellipses that we added in the figures. The ellipses corresponds to time periods where the system is not able to satisfy the user demand using the current infrastructure. However, for the same scenario and by adding drones, we were able to serve all users and maintain network stability. Fig. 4 compares between the zero and perfect knowledge cases presented in Section 3 for different number of drones while increasing the total number of users per time slot. It is noticed that increasing the number of drones help in avoiding network outage and reducing the total energy consumption specially when the network becomes more and more congested. For example, in the traditional case without drone, the network becomes overloaded for a number of users higher than U b > 160. Furthermore, Fig. 4 shows the effect of the user densities on the average energy consumptions. We vary the the user density from 25 users (i.e., low density scenario) to 200 users (high density scenario). It can be deduced that for the low density scenarios both zero and perfect knowledge cases achieve the same performance since the network can be stabalized without needing to the DBS. On the other hand, for high density scenarios EH-DBSs are needed to reduce the overloaded risk In addition, the perfect knowledge case achieves a more important energy saving due to its efficient management of the harvested energy compared to the zero knowledge case. Nevertheless, the achieved performance of the zero knowledge case follows the same trend of the one of the perfect knowledge case.
In Fig. 5 and Table 5 , we investigate another scenario for time varied number of users over B ¼ 10 time slots and with D ¼ 4 drones and M ¼ 4 MBSs. The behavior of the drones and the statuses of MBSs are illustrated for each time slot using the zero and perfect knowledge cases. Figs. 5a , 5b, and 5c plot the total energy consumption of the drones, MBSs, and macrocell BS, respectively. Also, the total energy consumption per time slot is presented in Fig. 5d . It can be noticed that, in general, activating the MBSs and/or DBSs essentially depends on the traffic and drones' battery level. Fig. 5 also, shows the advantages of using the MBSs along with the drones in order to reduce the macrocell BS energy, thus, reduce the total consumed energy. For example, although the macrocell BS can handle all the users during b ¼ 3 (i.e., U 3 ¼ 120), the optimization suggests to activate 3 MBSs and 4 drones for both zero and perfect knowledge cases in order to reduce the total transmit power of the macrocell BS and hence, the total energy consumption. Another important notice can be deduced from Table 5 , although the number of users during b ¼ 4 (i.e., U b ¼ 80) is greater than the number of users during b ¼ 7 (i.e., U b ¼ 60), we activate only one drone during b ¼ 4 instead of 3 drones during b ¼ 7. This is can be justified by the fact that since the network was more congested during b ¼ 3 compared to b ¼ 6 where more drones were sent then, due to the drones' battery limitation, one drone is activated during b ¼ 4.
It is also worth to note that there is a kind of alternation between the activation of MBSs and the drones' deployment. If the network is partially congested, we notice that the system decides either to deploy drones or activate MBSs depending on the battery levels. For example, for the perfect knowledge, during b ¼ 7, 3 MBSs are activated while no drone is used. However, during b ¼ 8, 2 MBSs are turned off and all drones are employed.
On the other hand, it can be shown that the prefect knowledge case achieves better performance than the one of the zero knowledge case by managing the available resource more efficiently such as drones' available batteries. For example, as shown in Table 5 , during b ¼ 7 (i.e., U 7 ¼ 160), the perfect knowledge case keeps all the drones in the charging station in order to charge the batteries and hence, it becomes possible to send most of them during the next two time slots (i.e., where the network is more congested, i.e., U 8 ¼ U 9 ¼ 140 as shown in Table 5 . As shown in Fig. 5 , although it consumes more energy than the zero knowledge case, which is around 20 kJ, when b ¼ 7, the perfect knowledge case saves more energy, which is around 75 kJ, during the next two time slots b ¼ 8 and b ¼ 9. Fig. 6 plots the average energy consumption per time slot b (i.e., E tot =B) versus the total number of users for D ¼ 3. The results compare between the different RE knowledge cases: zero, perfect, and partial knowledge cases, where different deviation values from the mean of RE generations F are considered in the partial knowledge case. In other words, we consider a discrete decision variable with 2 possibilities wherẽ F 2 fÀx% F; x% Fg. In the figure, we set x ¼ f5; 10; 20; 30g. The obtained results confirm that the perfect knowledge case always achieves the lowest energy consumption compared to the other cases (zero and partial knowledge cases) as it represents the benchmark solution. On the other hand, the partial knowledge case achieves better performance compared to the zero knowledge case and the obtained energy consumption remains close to the perfect case when the uncertainty is relatively small (e.g., 5%; 10%; 20%). However, when the uncertainty is relatively large, (e.g., 30 percent), the zero knowledge case outperforms the partial knowledge case since the drones in the latter case can not consume the available power in their batteries efficiently. Indeed, when the uncertainty level becomes high, the stochastic programming solution reduces the risk of failing in an outage scenario (either in terms of battery depletion or in terms of network outage). Therefore, it forces the drones to return to the charging station more frequently than the zero knowledge case. Hence, more MBSs are activated and a major part of the users are served by the macrocell BS. This happens clearly, when the number of users is relatively large. Fig. 7 plots the average energy consumption versus the number of drones for the three drone management knowledge cases (i.e., zero, partial, perfect). It also considers three Perfect knowledge case user density scenarios (low traffic, moderate traffic, and high traffic). It can be noticed that for the low traffic scenario (i.e., U b ¼ 60 users), almost all the management knowledge cases perform the same. This can be justified by the fact that the network can handle the low number of users without need of the drones on average. While for moderate or high traffic scenarios (i.e., U b ¼ f100; 140g users), the drones are needed in order to enhance the performance. Also, from this figure, we can conclude that using more drones can reduce the average energy consumption significantly. For instance, using 10 drones instead of 4 drones can reduce the average energy consumption by around 8 percent by consuming around 450 KJ instead of 480 KJ using partial knowledge case. Fig. 8 compares the performances of the relaxed methods to those of the optimal solutions solution. It is shown that the relaxed solution achieves a close average energy consumption compared to the one of optimal solution with a lower complexity. Also, it can be noticed that for the zero knowledge case, the gap between optimal and relaxed solutions is smaller that the other knowledge cases and this can justified by the fact that the zero knowledge case requires the optimization of a smaller number of variables in comparison with the other cases. It is also worth to note that the gap grows with the increase of the congestion level of the network.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed an energy management framework for cellular heterogeneous networks assisted by solarpowered drone small cells. An integer linear programming problem is formulated in order to minimize the total energy consumption of the networks over a time-slotted period while maintaining the network coverage and connectivity. Multiple drone base stations are optimally placed in order to support overloaded cells while taking into account their photovoltaic energy generation and battery capacity. In order to deal with the uncertainty in the renewable energy generation, two cases are investigated in our analysis. The first case, identified as the zero knowledge case, manages the system time slot per time slot without considering future renewable energy generation. The second case exploits the partial knowledge about future renewable energy generation and devises a pre-planned network management while considering the level of uncertainty in its optimization. These two cases are compared to a benchmark case assuming perfect knowledge of future renewable energy generation, i.e., zero uncertainty.
Through several numerical results, we investigated the behavior of the dynamic drones as well as the ON/OFF switching operation applied to the micro cell BSs for different scenarios. Our results show the notable impacts of employing dynamic drones mainly during peak-hour periods in ensuring connectivity and supporting overloaded cells while minimizing the energy consumption. The use of the drones is not only for saving energy but also for supporting ground communications and help in reducing the overloading risk. As expected the perfect knowledge case outperforms the other cases which provides close solutions for low levels of uncertainty. However, for high uncertainty level, the partial knowledge case will be more risk-aware and generates safer solutions to avoid battery depletion and network outage. The results obtained via the relaxation technique allow the achievement of slightly suboptimal solutions but with significantly lower complexity. The gap varies according to the used method and the congestion level of the network.
This paper reinforces the trend of employing aerial base stations to support next-generation cellular networks for different use-cases. This includes, not only the maintenance of connectivity during peak-hours and the replacement of damaged ground infrastructure under the context of public safety communications, but also the continuous support of the ground infrastructure while also supporting greener communications. In the latter use-case, we have shown that an optimized management of all the components of HetNets supported by DBSs allows more power-hungry devices to be turned off, temporarily replace them by less power-hungry devices that are able to offer better channel quality, which leads to additional gain in terms of energy consumption. The operation time of the aerial BSs can be further enhanced by employing renewable energy sources. This reduces the trips of the drones to the charging station for environmentfriendly operators.
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